Sidewalk, Drainage, and Street Improvements near Hazel Court and Iowa Avenue

Overview
The City and County of Denver’s Department of Transportation and Infrastructure (DOTI) is moving forward with a design and engineering project to eliminate gaps in sidewalks, improve drainage, and improve street infrastructure in the Mar Lee neighborhood. This project is part of a larger effort by the City to improve pedestrian safety and mobility.

The project is currently in the design phase which is expected to be completed mid-2022. Construction is anticipated in 2023.

Location
Mar Lee neighborhood, specifically on S. Hazel Court between W. Florida Avenue and the Sanderson Gulch Trail as well as W. Iowa Avenue between S. Irving Street and Federal Boulevard. The project also includes a small segment on S. Irving Street just south of W. Florida Avenue.

Questions or Concerns
Chris Best, Senior Engineer
303-446-3638
chris.best@denvergov.org
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Southwest corner of the S. Hazel Court and W. Iowa Avenue Intersection

W. Iowa Avenue between Federal Boulevard and S. Hazel Court

S. Hazel Court between W. Florida Avenue and W. Iowa Avenue

W. Iowa Avenue between Federal Boulevard and S. Hazel Court